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The temperatures of the Individual cyllnders of
multicylinder engines usually deviate considerably from
the mean temperature for the entire engine. This tem–
perature deviation Is objectionable because the cooling
requii.euent of the entire engine, determined by the
necessity of cooling the hottest oylinder, often becomes
much greater than the oooling requirement sufficient for
the average cylinder. The roqulremcnt of large coolin~~
pressuro drops Is alway~ undesirable from drag considero,–
tions and, for certain flight conditions, may rondcr
engine oporation impos~ible if the required pressure ex-
coods tho pressure available.

The pur~ose of this reyort is to show b-y annlyois
of existing data, pendtng direct experimental determlna—
tion, the extent tb which nonuniform distribution of fuel
to the cylinders of a rnilticyllnder engine can produce
temperature devlatlon and the benefits to be e.ntlcipated
from attainment of uniform fuel distribution. It is not
to be inferred that variation of fuel distribution to the
cylinders is entirely responsible for dissymmetry of the
temperature pattern, but experimental investigations lead
to the conviction that this variation Is an important
factor.

AJ9ALYSIS Ml) DISCUSSION

The Cause of Variation in Cylinder-Head

Temperature” with I’uel-Air Ratio

The highest combustion temperatur- nnd correspond–
Ingly the highest cylinder-head temperatures occur at



fuel-air ratios of about 0.065 to 0.07, near to the
theoretically correct comblnlng proportions of fuel and
air, as shown in figure 1. The reasons for lower tem-
peratures at other fuel-air ratiom are baBed on the
characteristics of fuel and air consumption shown in
figure 2. At fuel-air ratios less than 0.07, the excess
air, shown by the dashed curve of figure 2, reduoes the
cylinder temperature by internal cooling. At fuel-air
ratios greater than 0.07, excess fuel Is supplied as
shown by the solid line in figure 2 and the cylinder $s
internally cooled by the fuel. The exact mechanism by
which cooling due to excess fuel is accomplished is a
subject beyond the scope of this report. This mechanism
involves changeo in both the heat evolution and the
thermal properties of the working substanoe as well as
the cooling due to simple refrigeration. At very rich
and very lean mixtures the combustion is impaired, anti
the excess amounts of fuel and aid required to maintain
constant power produce additional cooling.

Temperature Deviations ~ue to Nonuniform Fuel

Distribution and Their Relation

to Pressure Drop

The effect, upon the head temperature of a cy15nder,
of variation in the ratio of fuel to air in that cylinder
is shown In figure 3 for three modern radial air-cooled
engines at sea-level Army summer-air conditions. These
curves are intended to show, for several typical power
condition, the effect that could be produced on indi-
vidual cyliader-head temperatures by nonuniformities in
fuel dietrlbution.

The curves of figure 3 have been constructed from
cooling correlation curves of the- type ehown in refer-
ence 1. I’or each power condition ehown, a coolin~air
pressure drop hae been ohosen which, with u~lform fuel
distribution and as nearly as posslhle at the ra!;ed fuel-
air ratio, provides the head temperature llmit (rear—
epar&plug bees) epecified. The head temperature at
other fuel-air ratios has been calculated on the assump-
tions that the charg-air flow and the cooling-air flow
are undisturbed and that the fuel-air ratio to the
cylinder in queetlon ie changed as a reeult of a change
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in only the fuei. flow. In order to faci~ltate oomparisio~
.. ..the.curres”have been .ext.ended oyer the entire r~ge of . .

fuel-air ratios, although it should be rearigkd that
actual engine oper.atlan In all parts of this range is not

; posalble at “all ~owera, The peaks-of the curves may have
been slightly flattened by the use of multloyllnder-

5 engine data instead of single-oylinder-engine data. .

~he.~signifi~anoe of these ternporature variations is
shown for se-level conditions In terms of coolin~air
pressure drop by figure.4. These ourves show the pros- .
sure drop requl~ed to maintain at the epeo$fted limits. “
the head temperature of the. cylinder experiencing the
changes in fuel flow.

Specific l’uel ConsumFtl& .

An inspection of_ the curve of brake spoolf~ie fuel
consumption of figure 2 dlsclose8 the relation of *he
brake specific fuel consumption .tb doviatlons In fuel
distribution. Because of the practically linear rela-
tion of specific fuel consumption to fuel-air ratio in
the rich-mixture range, the effect on speclf5c fuel con-
sumption of nonunlformlties of fuel—air ratio is compen-
sating, and the better economy of the cylinders receiving
the lean”er mixtures offsets the poorer economy of the .
cylinders receiving the richer mixtures, with little net
change In over-all economy. In the range of leaner mix-
tures, where the relation of specific fuel consumption -
to fuel-air ratto IS nonlinear, nonuniformitles of dis-
tribution are not compensating, and the economy of the
engine 5.s impaired by poor distribution.

.

Altltuae Effects
.“

!l%o temperature deviations caused hy nonuniform
distribution of fuel, as airectly derived from cooling
correlation aurves$ inorease slightly with altitude.
The cylinder-head temperature at fuel-air ratios re-
sulting from nonuniform fuel distribution is plotted
for engine A as.a function of. altitude for normal power .
In figure 5(R) and for cruisingpower in figure 5(b).
The head-temperature of cylinders at the speol- fiel-m .
&&r ratio is maintained at the speoified limit over the
altitude range by suitable adjustment of the coollnc
air flow.
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The change In coolln~air flow required to over-
oome these” temperature deviations llkevise Inoreases
with alt Itude. Beoause of the decrease in density the
effect of nonuniform distribution of fuel on the pres-
sur~drop requirement tncreases with alt itude. Thle ef-
feot is shown for two representative power conditions
in figure 6.

At sea level the power required to pump cooling air
across the engine is small compared to the engine output
and the coolin~power variation with fuel-air ratio, al-
though considerable, is usually unimportant. The
coolinrair pumping power WPS’ the product of the cool-
ln~ai.r yalpme flow Q and the pressure drop Ap, of
engine A for oruising at sea-level conditions is shown
by the solid llne of figure 7 as a function of fuel-air
ratio. The larger pressure drops at higher altitudes,
in conjunction with the greater volumes of cooling air,
greatly increase the power required for pumping the
cooling “air. This effect is shown by the dashed line
of figure 7. For the altitude calculations, sea–level
conditions of carburetor and exhaust pressures, repre-
sentative of a turbosupercharger installation, were
asoumed.

At high altitudes the cooling power is no longer
unimportant particularly when the available pressure
drop is limited, as In the cruising condition. The in-
ternal drag horsepower associated with cooling varies
from the pumping power as a minimum to twice this value
for a system requiring the entire available pressure
ilrop to force air across the engine. The variation in
Internal drag power may, as a consequence, be consider-
ably greater than the variation of the pumping power
QAp as shown by the upper curve of figure 8. This
ourve, also for an altitude of 30,000 feet, has been
constructed on the assumption that, at a fuel-air ratio
●f 0.07, the pressure drop acroes the engine is equal
to the maximum pressure drop available.

Benefits of Uniform ~uel Distribution

The advantages to be reall=ed from uniform fuel
dletrlbution are Important for two prlnoipal reasons.
When an engine is so operated that optimum conditions
prevail for the average cylinders, nonuniformity Gf

.
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fuel distribution causes deviation from the optimum In
the other oylinders to the detrirueht of engine cooling,
fuel- oontaumptlon, or both. .What.is even.more Impo%tant
Is that (beoause of.the close proximity of the optimum
conditions to the engine operating limits) without uni-
form distribution, operation of an engine with some of
the cylinders at optimum eondttions may be rendered im-
possible by knocking or “misfiring in the other eyllnders.

. .

In the high-power range the temperatureof the
hottest cylinder is often 50° Y above the meant which
if attr~buted entirely to nonuniform dlatri’butlon of
fuel, is found in figure 3(a) for normal rate~ power to
correspond to a fuel-air ratio of 0.082 instead of 0.096.
Reference to figure 4(a) shows that the pressure drcp
required to 0001 a cylinder at normal power and at a
fuel-air ratio of 0.082 is 8.2 Inches of water instead
of the 4.7 inches of water required for the average
cylinders. “ The benefit of uniform distribution wculd
then be a 4&percent reduction kn>required coolin~air
pressure drop.

When sufficient pressure drop is available, It may
be deeirable for high-powar operation to accept the
presmzre-drop penalty at a leaner mixture in order to

improve the economy. Operation at this condition is
pocsible only if the fuel distribution is very nearly .
unifor’n because of tha danger of knocking In cylinders
at lean mixtures.

In the cruise range for certain types of engines
suoh as engine A, the benefits of uniform distribution
are striking. Present cruise-power operation appears
to’jbe at a fuel-air ratio of 0.07, close to the peak of
the pressur-drop curve (fig. 4(a)) and to the right. of
the point of minimum specific fuel consumption (fig. 2).
Eor sea-level cruising operation the use.of a fuel-air.
ratfo of 0.06 with very nearly unif~rm distrilnatton
offers a probable 30-percent reduction in cooling pres-
sure drop and a 6--percent reduction in brake specific
fuel consumption together with the reduced internal
drag due to the decreased flow of cooling air. Without
uniform distribution, operation at very lean mixtures
is neither profitable nor possible.

The importance of uniform fuel distribution In al-
titude cruising is shown by figure 9, which shows
cooled~ower specifimc fuel consumption, here defined as
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Yuel oonsunption

Brake horsepower - r
internal coolin~air drag horsepower

L propeller efficiency (= 0.8) 1
plotted against fuel-air ratio. . The internal coolin~.
air drag horsepower in this equation is that shown by
the solid line of figure 8. The net cooled-power
spec:flc fuel consumption is reduced from 0.62 to 0.50
pound per horsepower–hour in reducing the fuel–air
ratio froq 0.07 to 0.06, which Is a 20 percent reduc-
tion in fuel consumption.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The pressure drop required for a typical engine
developing rated power at a fuel-air ratio of 0.095 with
a temperature difference of 50° F between the hottest
and the average cylinder may be almost twice the pres-
sure drop required to cool an engine with uniform cylin-
der temperatures.

2. An economic reduotion in fuel-air ratio in
cruise made possible by uniform fuel-air mixture may be
accompanied by as much as a 30-percent reduction in re-
quired coolin~alr pressure drop for some aircraft en-
gines.

3. The reduction in fuel-air ratio in cruise made
possible by attainment of a uniform fuel-air mixture
and consequent reduction of cooling drag would effect
a dasirable reduction in fuel consumption. At 30,000
feet altitude the reduction of fuel consumption may be
as much as 20 percent.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advieory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, pa.
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FIeURE l.- THE VARIATION IN HEAD TEMPERATuRE WITH ruEL-A9R RATIO OF A

CYLINDER OPERAIINQ Al CONS1AN7 POWER AND COOLINQ-AIR FLOW.

FIGURE 2.- BRAKE sPECIFIC FuEL AND AIR C0N9uMplION VARIATION WITH FuEL-AIR RA710

FoR EN@lNE A, CRUISING POWER.
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(c) ENQINE C.

Fleuft~~.- THE RELATION BETWEEN CYLINDER-HEAO TEMPERATURE AND INDIVIDUAL

CYLINDER FUEL-AIR RATIO.



(A) ENeINE A.

(c) ENGI NE C.
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(A) NORMAL POWER, ENGINE A.

(B) CRUISING POWER, ENGINE A.

FIGURE 5.-THE VARIATION WITH ALTITUDE OF THE EFFECT OF MALDISTQIELITION OF FUEL

ON CYLINDER-HEAD TEMPERATuRE. PRESSURE DROP VARIES WITH ALTITUDE TO MAINTAIN

SPECIFIEO TEMPERATuRE LIMIT AT SPECIFIEO FUEL-AIR RATIO.
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(A) NORMAL POWER, ENtllNE A; IiEAO-TEMPERATURE LIMIT, 500° F.

(B) CRUISING POWER, ENGINE A; HEAD-TEMPERATURE LIMIT, 450° F.

FIGURE 6.- THE VARIATION WITH ALTITUDE OF THE EFFECT OF MALDISTRIBUTION OF FUEL
ON COOLING-AIR PRESSURE DROP REcJUIREO TO MEET SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE LIMITS.
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